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With High-Profile
Stakes, EightCloud
Dished Up Data
Visualization
for WaTech

Business Challenges: WaTech Needed Instant Analytics
In 2019, the legislature passed new rules, making accessibility
requirements even more stringent. The regulations require the
data be more detailed and easier to find. The regulations also
require burn rates on project spending and the ability to roll
up projects that impact other agencies.

The agency needed an easy-to-use
system with flexible analytics
capabilities that:
1. Visualized data at a deep level.

WaTech had a barebones Salesforce system with no visualization.
In addition, trend tracking was incredibly difficult.

2. Integrated with other systems.
3. Could be implemented quickly.

We’ve been limping along with a functional but
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What We Did: Giving Data a Story to Tell
With 10 weeks to implement the new dashboard, WaTech engaged
EightCloud, a Salesforce vendor.
EightCloud completed:
▶

A full implementation plan.

▶

Back-end data structure.

▶

A front-end dashboard.

Key projects completed
by EightCloud:
▶

A gap analysis and project plan.

▶

Back-end and front-end design
and implementation.

▶

Advanced Tableau visualization.

In addition to adding new data access, the EightCloud team incorporated
Tableau software. Tableau makes the dashboard visually stunning and
allows users to make deep connections between data sets.

Results: Speed, Accessibility, Visualization
With the old dashboard, users were presented a utilitarian option to
pick an agency. With the new dashboard, users can see a visualized
snapshot of the entire state, a particular project or an agency.
Due to the high-profile nature of the dashboard, Puckett was tasked
with briefing the state legislature. Senators, representatives, and
legislative staff were impressed with the results:
Quicker decisions. Legislators can quickly see if a project is on
schedule or over budget. This functionality has already cut down
on workload during crunch time, saving dozens of hours per issue.

Optimized Data-Visualization Dashboard

More openness. Not only is WaTech in compliance, a resident with few
tech skills can see how their tax dollars are spent on IT projects —
with context.
Data storytelling. On a macro level, residents can see visually which
phase the state’s 88 IT projects are in, how many are in “red” status,
the value of all proposals and much more.
In addition to project work, the agency collaborates with EightCloud for
managed services. EightCloud provides blended retainer services for less
than the cost of one employee.
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